In 2014 a large unused plot of land in the heart of Rotterdam was transformed into a city park designed and coordinated by ZUS as a part of the program of the 6th IABR with its ‘Urban by Nature’ theme. The 14-day realization was executed by locals and volunteers from the area.

The Luchtsingel is a temporary wooden bridge that gives the area back to pedestrians, connects the former scarce cultural developments in the area and reconnects the city centre with the northern districts. It’s the world’s first partially crowdfunded infrastructure. The construction consists of planks with texts, specified by each particular crowdfunder, engraved in them.

POMPENBURGPARK

White Pavillions

In 2015 Wunderbaum and the Veenfabriek performed their travelling play ‘the House’ all over the Netherlands. ZUS designed multiple white pavilions which served as the set for their musical performance. The pavilions are currently in use during events and by the administrators of the Pompenburgpark.

Peace Garden

Two fields in the Pompenburgpark with an area of 1200 m² are equipped for semi-public urban agriculture. The Peace Garden is a neighbourhood garden where everyone can participate. In addition it also functions in the service of poverty reduction.
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